
Why limit yourself with a single front cover? Utilizing 
multiple covers can offer numerous benefits.

Do you ever wish that you had more than a single front cover to your magazine? In order to 
celebrate a special event, anniversary, pay tribune to multiple people, or showcase different 
stories all at once? With Royle’s diverse printing capabilities we’ve created a unique way to 
display multiple front covers on a single issue.

Many publishing companies don’t even know creative capabilities like multiple front covers 
even exist! Due to the lack of engagement with their current printing vendor. Royle’s Power 
of Print program is specifically designed to encourage collaboration with your printing 
representative to brainstorm and create unique print pieces.

Plansponsor magazine approached their Royle Account Executive with the desire to creatively 
honor the 2016 award winners of corporate 401(K) plans expanding over six different 
segments. Their Account Executive assisted with the design and production elements to 
effectively utilize unbalanced signatures. The magazine had two cover forms stacked on top 
of each other on the outside of the magazine. Then, Royle’s bindery department glues two 
more cover forms on the inside of the front covers of the magazine. Thus, giving Plansponsor 
six front covers to their magazine!

These additional front covers not only give the award winners the recognition they deserve, 
but Plansponsor also benefits by having six additional advertising spots on the back of the 
front covers. The additional advertising space actually covered the cost of production 
for the multiple covers, while also adding up to $200 on their bottom line.

Our clients savings and improved advertising opportunities could not have been possible 
without the collaboration with their Royle Account Executive, and the Power of Print program.

About Us
Our goal is to be viewed as a leading resource of print and digital solutions, helping 
our clients choose the right blend of mediums to execute their marketing strategies. 
As multi-channel marketing and communication tactics continue to evolve, Royle will 
press forward with investments in new technologies and equipment; keeping our 
clients and Royle on the forefront of this evolution.
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